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Displaying products to their best advantage at the point-of-purchase 

is essential for maximising sales and profitability. 

As one of Australasia's leading providers of marketing at retail 

solutions, SPOS strives to be at the forefront of in-store 

communications and point-of-purchase solutions; bringing you 

innovations and expertise from around the world. Our extensive 

product range is designed to enhance the overall appearance and 

image of products displayed in store and ultimately stimulate sales. 

SPOS was established in 1981 and has reliably supplied retailers, 

brand manufacturers, sales promotion, advertising and print 

companies with a wide range of solutions and new ideas for price 

ticketing, merchandising and sales promotional activity. 

SPOS provides innovative, practical and quality products that meet 

your needs. Our continuous research into new and upcoming retail 

trends means we can offer our clients the latest in-store marketing 

products and effective shelf merchandising. 

SPOS has assisted many major retailers to achieve maximum 

sales and return on investment. Our reputation has been built 

on innovative, yet practical and affordable, point-of-purchase 

ticketing and merchandising solutions. Many of these solutions are 

off the shelf display items from our central warehouse; others are 

custom made for a specific product promotion to stimulate sales 

at the point-of-purchase. 

We are proud of our strong industry relationships and believe these, 

along with our partnership with global manufacturing concern 

Bruegmann Group, put us in the best position to provide our clients 

with dynamic service and solutions. 

Our research and development team is continuously exploring 

and developing better point of purchase and loss prevention 

solutions using the knowledge we have gained through years of 

practical experience. 

SPOS enjoys an excellent reputation for offering quality products 

at affordable prices, friendly and efficient customer service and 

a commitment to meeting customer deadlines. 

To further support our clients our icandy creative team can provide 

tailor-made point-of-sale displays and creative concepts, graphic 

and industrial design and full service project management. 

Our technology division, Propel Interactive, offers a wide range 

of innovative digital and interactive solutions, and new technologies 

to enhance the retail experience. 

For further information please visit our website or contact us directly 

to make an appointment with one of our sales team. 





--··· 

Sustainab e future 
As a provider of marketing at retail products for hundreds of businesses 

in the Asia Pacific region, the SPOS Group understands we can help 

make a difference with the products we source and supply, as well as 

the way we operate our business. We invest in a sustainable future 

through making significant changes to our business operations because 

we know that to sustain our business we also need to make the right 

decisions by the environment. 

Our sustainability policy covers a number of initiatives such as 

making sure that the products we provide are produced while taking 

responsibility for the environment and reducing, reusing or recycling 

our packaging. It is also important to educate our customers/suppliers 

about sustainability and lead by example. W here possible, SPOS 

employs the services of suppliers that carry ISO 1400 l certification for 

international environmental management standards. The ISO 1400 l 

provides a framework for an organisation to identify and manage the 

environmental impact of its activities, products and services, and to 

improve its environmental performance continually. 

SPOS is proud of its success in introducing the future of in-store 

marketing and effective shelf merchandising solutions. At SPOS we are 

committed to ongoing exploration of opportunities and innovations that 

allow us to help make a positive difference to our environment and to 

reduce our carbon footprint. 



Datastrip
SPOS has a wide range of datastrip (or shelf ticketing strip) available. Our most 

popular profiles are held in stock in a range of standard colours and lengths.  

With many different styles at various heights and a range of colours on offer,  

we have datastrips to fit all types of shelves and situations. 

All products have high impact strength combined with impressive UV-stability. 

Adhesive backed datastrips come with standard tape (TP) suitable for 

moderate temperature environments or foam tape (TF) for colder applications 

and uneven surfaces.

UnderSTAnding OUr dATASTriP cOdeS 

e.g. dBr26-TP-0915red

dBr = type of datastrip

26 = ticket height datastrip is designed to fit

TP = type of adhesive tape

0915 = length of datastrip

red = colour of datastrip backing
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FLAT dATASTriP

HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

26mm

915mm
Clear
Colour

DBR26-TP-0915
DBR26-TP-0915 Colour*

20

1200mm
Clear
Colour

DBR26-TP-1200
DBR26-TP-1200 Colour*

30mm

915mm
Clear
Colour

DBR30-TP-0915
DBR30-TP-0915 Colour*

20

1200mm
Clear
Colour

DBR30-TP-1200
DBR30-TP-1200 Colour*

39mm

915mm
Clear
Colour

DBR39-TP-0915
DBR39-TP-0915 Colour*

20

1200mm
Clear
Colour

DBR39-TP-1200
DBR39-TP-1200 Colour*

52mm

915mm
Clear
Colour

DBR52-TP-0915
DBR52-TP-0915 Colour*

20

1200mm
Clear
Colour

DBR52-TP-1200
DBR52-TP-1200 Colour*

60mm

915mm
Clear
Colour

DBR60-TP-0915
DBR60-TP-0915 Colour*

20

1200mm
Clear
Colour

DBR60-TP-1200
DBR60-TP-1200 Colour*

76mm 1200mm Clear DBR76-TP-1200 20

Our most popular style of datastrip with adhesive 

backing tape. commonly used in supermarkets 

and other retail outlets around the world to display 

ticketing at the shelf edge. dBr is available to fit 

ticket heights 26, 30, 39, 52, 60 and 76mm, 

and comes in a range of colours including clear, 

Black, White, grey, green, Blue, red and Silver. 

Standard lengths are 915mm and 1200mm but 

strips can be easily cut to size.

Available with standard tape (TP), foam tape (TF) 

and double tape (TTP) if requested. Some styles are 

available up to 1240mm. Other lengths available 

on request minimum order quantities may apply.

* For coloured profile please insert colour at the

end of the code.
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AngLed dATASTriP

HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

26mm

 915mm Clear HE26-TP-0915

20

1200mm
Clear
White

HE26-TP-1200
HE26-TP-1200WHITE

30mm

915mm
Clear
White

HE30-TP-0915
HE30-TP-915WHITE

20

1200mm
Clear
Black

HE30-TP-1200
HE30-TP-1200BLACK

39mm 1200mm Clear HE39-TP-1200 20

26mm

915mm

Clear
Black
Grey

Dark Green

NO26-TF-0915
NO26-TF-0915BLK

NO26-TF-0915GREY
NO26-TF-G19-1200GREEN

20

1200mm Clear
NO26-TF-1200

NO26-TF-0915GREEN
20

1220mm Black NO26-TF-1220BLACK 20

39mm

915mm Black NON39-TF-0915BLACK 20

1220mm White NON39-TF-1220WHITE 20

Angled datastrip provides greater readability 

in some situations. At an angle ticket information 

is easier to view, especially on lower shelves 

where shoppers may need to bend to read tickets  

displayed in flat datastrip.

He39 fits a larger ticket (up to 39mm high) 

and has a convenient finger pull rim along the top 

of the clear face to make inserting and removing 

tickets easier for the user.

nO and nOn angled datastrip mounts with 

foam tape on the front face of the shelf edge. 

This provides a very secure bond on most surfaces 

and particularly in cold applications. 
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HAnging dATASTriP

HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

26mm

105mm Clear CGD26-HM-0105

20915mm
Clear
Black

CGD26-HM-0915
CGD26-HM-0915BLACK

1200mm Clear CGD26-HM-1200

39mm 915mm Clear CGD39-HM-0915 20

n/a 55mm Clear DBHLONGCLIP55 50

Hanging datastrip (or datastrip with clips) is the 

perfect solution for wire grid style shelves 

or baskets and applications where the ticket 

strip needs to be clipped on rather than mounted 

with adhesive. cgd hanging datastrip comes 

with clear hanging clips. extra clips can also be  

ordered separately.

Some applications require a smaller profile, dBL 

is a flat datastrip with adhesive tape backing that 

fits 17mm and 23mm high tickets. 

THin dATASTriP
HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

17mm

890mm

Clear

DBL17-TP-0890

20915 mm DBL17-TP-0915

1200mm DBL17-TP-1200
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cLiP-On dATASTriP

HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

n/a 1220mm Clear KEREAR-1220 20

n/a 2500mm Clear

FSDS-26-2500mm

Available on indent
order only.

20

n/a 1200mm Clear GLS6-1200 20

clip-on/over style datastrips are another great 

solution for wire baskets, glass shelves and wire 

shelf fronts in refrigerated areas. For greatest 

versatility these profiles are two part solutions made 

up of a clear rear piece which is attached to your 

preferred type of flat datastrip.
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SPeciALTY dATASTriP

HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

n/a

80mm White P2-TF-0080WHITE

50

900mm Green P2-TF-0900GREEN

915mm White P2-TF-0915WHITE

1220mm
White
Black

P2-TF-1220WHITE
P2-TF-1220BLACK

n/a

900mm Green R2C-TF-0900GREEN

50

1220mm White R2C-TF-1220WHITE

n/a 100mm Clear CS2L-0100

eLecTrOnic dATASTriP

SPOS has one of the largest ranges of datastrip styles. We stock not only standard datastrip profiles but also a range of specialty profiles 
for specific applications. If you require a profile that is not listed please call our customer service team for assistance as we also have a range  
of indent styles and colours (minimum order quantities apply).

Our P2 and r2c datastrip profiles are designed 

to work with standard Pricer electronic Shelf  

Labels. if required the cS2L accessory can be 

attached to the rear of the profiles to create 

a better viewing angle. 
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dOUBLe dATASTriP

HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

n/a 1200mm Clear GSN-TP9-1200 REAR 20

26mm

600mm

Clear 

CGS26-TP-0600 20

1200mm CGS26-TP-1200 20

30mm 1200mm Clear  CGS30-TP-1200 20

HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

30mm

600mm

Clear

OFC30-TP19-0600

20915mm OFC30-TP19-0915

1200mm OFC30-TP19-1200

Use our cgS or gSn profiles to construct double or 

multiple datastrip profiles where extra information 

or ticketing is required.

curved branding strip sits on top of the shelf 

edge and has a divider attachment rail integrated 

into the rear of the strip. Branding strip provides  

a smart looking way to present branding and 

product information as well as an easy way 

to maintain on shelf category segmentation using 

colour or information blocking.
BrAnding STriP
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Shelf Management
Shelf management and merchandising tools improve product 
presentation on shelf. Shelf display systems assist staff by making 
out-of-stocks easier to identify, support merchandisers with  
maintaining planograms, and encourage increased purchase 
behaviour from satisfied shoppers.

The SPOS off the shelf merchandising product range is modular 
and simple to apply. Users can create a shelf management  
configuration tailored to their specific needs from basic shelf  
organisation to a complete category solution. The solution  
is suitable for application in a variety of retail environments from 
hardware to FMCG.

The Benefits of the SPOS Shelf Merchandising System

• Retrofits	to	existing	shelving
• Stepless	lateral	displacement	maximises	shelf	use
• ‘Plan-o-gram’	settings	easily	maintained
• Out-of-stocks	are	clearly	visible
• Wide	range	of	components	and	accessories	comprising:

1. Product Support
2. Pusher Systems
3. Gravity Feed Systems

• Front	risers	and	rails	with	clip-on,	adhesive	or	magnetic	attachment
• Fixed	length	and	snap-off	dividers	in	three	standard	heights
• Clear,	durable	and	easy	to	install
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DIVIDERS

HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

35mm

185-410mm

Clear

OPT-AVD35RB-0185-0410

200

385-610mm OPT-AVD35RB-0385-0610

185-410mm OPT-AVD35RBL-0185-0410

385-610mm OPT-AVD35RBL-0385-0610

185-410mm OPT-AVD35RBT-0185-0410

385-610mm OPT-AVD35RBT-0385-0610

60mm

185-385mm

Clear

OPT-AVD60B-HB-185-385

50

285-485mm OPT-AVD60B-HB-285-485

185-385mm OPT-AVD60BL-185-385

285-485mm OPT-AVD60BL-285-485

185-385mm OPT-AVD60BT-185-385

285-485mm OPT-AVD60BT-285-485

Clear high quality dividers offer an attractive 

way to organise product on shelf. These dividers 

snap into place on mounting rails and can 

be simply unsnapped and repositioned as and 

when required.

• 	Dividers	are	available	in	fixed	length

and ajustable length (breakable) styles    

• Standard	heights	are	35,	60	and	120mm

• Standard	lengths	from	185mm	to	485mm

• 	Attractive	curved	front	in	plain,	T	shape

and	L	shape
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DIVIDERS

HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

120mm

185-385mm

Clear

OPT-AVD120B-HB-185-385

50

285-485mm OPT-AVD120B-HB-285-485

185-385mm OPT-AVD120BL-HB-185-385

285-485mm OPT-AVD120BL-HB-285-485

185-385mm OPT-AVD120BT-HB-185-385

285-485mm OPT-AVD120BT-HB-285-485

A	 full	 range	 of	 fixed	 length	 dividers	 are	

available on indent order. Minimum order  

quantities apply for non stocked lengths.

For a more sustainable option we can also produce 

our dividers in recycled plastic if required.

FIXED	LENGTH	DIVIDERS
HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

60mm
385mm
435mm
485mm

Clear
OPT-AVD60HB-0385
OPT-AVD60HB-0435
OPT-AVD60HB-0485

50

120mm
335mm
485mm

Clear
OPT-AVD120HB-0335
OPT-AVD120HB-0485

50
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BREAKABLE	PuSHERS

• 	Pushers	 are	 available	 in	 fixed	 length	 and

adjustable length (breakable) styles

• Standard	lengths	from	185mm	to	485mm

• 	Spring	 strengths	 are	 3N	 suitable	 for

lightweight products, 6N suitable for general

use and medium weight products and 9N best

for heavy products.

STRENGTH LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

3 (light)

185-385mm OP50B-3-185-385

50

285-485mm OP50B-3-285-485

6 (medium)

185-385mm OP50B-6-185-385

285-485mm OP50B-6-285-485

9 (heavy)

185-385mm OP50B-9-185-385

285-485mm OP50B-9-285-485

FIXED	LENGTH	PuSHERS
Fixed length pushers are available in narrow or standard widths SPOS has several lengths available ex stock. We are also able to provide quotes for 

custom configuration pushers if required (indent order only - minimum order quantities apply).
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RISERS

Risers	 provide	 a	 barrier	 for	 products	 prone	 

to slipping off the edge of shelves or an effective 

stopper for products where pushers are being used. 

Standard attachment is with double-sided adhesive, 

but for cold applications they can also be fitted with 

magnetic	tape.	If	you	have	wire	grid	shelves	then	

the clip on variety may work best for you.

3mm PETG risers are strong and clear, suitable 

for use in chilled or ambient temperatures. They 

come in several standard sizes and can be 

attached to the shelf using either double-sided tape 

or magnetic tape.

OFRK	 risers	 have	 a	 convenient	 integrated	 front	

rail for mounting divider and pusher. There are 

three styles of attachment suitable for standard 

or wire shelves.

COLOUR F. HEIGHT B.WIDTH LENGTH CODE

Clear

30mm 30mm

914mm

RISER3MM30X30X914

60mm 40mm RISER3MM60X40X914

120mm 100mm RISER3MM120X100X914

30mm
30mm 1200mm

RISER3MM30X30X1200

60mm RISER3MM60X40X1200

COLOUR F. HEIGHT LENGTH CODE MOUNTING STYLE

Clear

40mm

915mm OFRK40-OH4.0-0915
Clip On

1200mm OFRK40-OH4.0-1200

915mm OFRK40-TM25-0915

Magnetic Tape1220mm OFRK40-TM25-1220

1245mm OFRK40-TM25-1245

915mm OFRK40-TTP-0915
Standard Tape

1200mm OFRK40-TTP-1200

80mm

915mm OFRK80-OH4.0-0915 Clip On

1220mm OFRK80-TTM25-1220
Magnetic Tape

1245mm OFRK80-TTM25-1245

915mm OFRK80-TTP19-0915 Standard Tape
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RAILS

Our divider rails are available in standard  

narrow	profile	or	for	extra	support	the	30mm	wide	 

profile. Either profile is suitable be used in 

conjunction with the SPOS shelf merchandising 

divider and pusher system. They attach to the 

front and/or back of the shelf to provide a stable 

base for your dividers and pushers to lock on 

to. Standard attachment is with double-sided 

adhesive, but for cold applications they can also 

be fitted with magnetic tape and if you have wire 

grid shelves then the clip on variety may work 

best for you.

WIDTH LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

10mm

915mm

Clear

OPB-TP-0915

50

1200mm OPB-TP-1200

30mm

915mm OPH-TP19-0915

20

1220mm OPH-TM25-1220

910mm OPH-OH4.0-0910

1200mm OPH-OH4.0-1200

HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

30mm

600mm

Clear

OFC30-TP19-0600

20915mm OFC30-TP19-0915

1200mm OFC30-TP19-1200

BRANDING	STRIP
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OTHER	ACCESSORIES

CLICK-ON BACK SUPPORT FOR PUSHERS CODE

Clear non-reflective acrylic plate with black insert  
designed to resize pusher backs for larger products.  

Plate also provides a useful surface for interchangeable 
graphics or product messages. Easily assembled  

by clipping over the existing pusher sledge.
Size: 150mm x130mm

HDP+TPLBLK150-0130

BACK SUPPORT AND STAIR CODE

For manual feeding and assisting with front facing  
on lightly stocked shelves use the OPSS stair and  

OPRS back support.  
Stair track is adjustable in length.

OPSS-0285-0485
OPRS
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FLEXROLLER

FEATURES BENEFITS

Patented roller track system

• Automatically delivers product to the shelf edge
• Creates efficiencies in-store

• Out of stocks are easily recognisable for re‐ordering
• Reduction in time and labour required to merchandise shelves during trading

• Allows upper shelves to be shopped easily

Gravity feed solution at a much lower angle  
(average between 3 & 6 degrees)

• Creates more usable space for the retailer allowing
more products to be ranged in a small area

• Increased sales as greater number of products available

Automatic fronting up of product to shelf edge

• Improved category presentation
• Provides a better shopping experience as products

are within reach and continuously at eye level
• Increase in sales due to products being able

to be easily identified and shopped

FlexRoller shelves and dividers are  
removable/repositionable

• Shelves and dividers can be taken out for better
access during cleaning and maintenance tasks

• Flexibility as shelves and dividers can be easily repositioned
if there are planogram changes

Several different pre assembled and ready  
to assemble configurations

• A range of APM solutions to choose from to best suit your application
• Simple to install into pre-existing and new situations

FlexRoller	 is	 the	 premium	 shelf	 management	

system in the market. The patented rollers allow  

an unparalleled ability to consistently deliver  

products to the shelf edge irrespective of weight 

and are suitable for many product categories 

across	 the	 retail	 trade.	 FlexRoller	 gives	 perfect	

presentation in high velocity areas saving 

labour costs in constantly fronting up product  

and	providing	a	great	shopping	experience.	
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SuGGESTED	FMCG	CATEGORIES

• Dairy
• Upright Fridges
• Health & Beauty
• Beverages

• Liquor
• Haircare
• Vitamins & Supplements
• Herbs & Spices
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FLEXROLLER	STYLES	

Nielson research concluded the following from a 

study	in	Europe	of	FlexRoller	in	the	Dairy	category:

• Sales	 increase	 of	 6‐8%	 in	 the	 11	 week

test period

• Sales	 increase	 of	 up	 to	 20%	 during	 peak

trading hours

• Total	manual	handling	reduced	from	improved

shelf management

• Improves	 the	 work	 environment	 for	 store

employees

• Improves	 product	 presentation	 and	 invites

consumers to buy

• Easy	to	maintain	and	clean

FLEXROLLER TROLLEY

The FlexRoller trolley assists in the dairy and beverage retail categories 
where the high turnover of goods means shelves require constant attention. 

The heavy load wheels and strong body structure of the unit assists 
with moving the stock around the store and back of house  

for easy re‐stocking and relocation.

FLEXROLLER SHELVES

FlexRoller pre-assembled 915mm bay shelving is available in Standard, 
Waterfall and Pull-Out styles. Standard shelving has a 485mm shelf  
depth and mounts directly into bay uprights. These come complete  

with dividers and front riser. Waterfall shelves have three shelf depths  
to create a cascading ‘waterfall” effect, stimulating visual interest  

to attract shoppers attention. Pull-Out shelving allows the shelf to slide  
out for easy restocking from the rear.

FLEXROLLER LAYOVER

The FlexRoller layover can deliver all of the great FlexRoller benefits by being 
fitted directly onto your existing wire shelves. Layover sheets come  

with specially developed bracket angle adjustment and locking  
attachments to position and secure them onto wire shelving.
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Display Hooks & 
Hangsell Merchandising

Ever increasing numbers of products mean retailers need to take 

advantage of every possible selling space. Whether you call them hooks 

or prongs, hanging merchandise is a practical option and provides  

a great way to maximise your products on display and get the most  

from your retail space.
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT HOOK

WALLS & HOOK MOUNTING TYPES
sPOs has a range of metal and plastic hooks 

to suit most applications. If you are unsure 

which hook you need just call us to discuss 

your requirements. 

• Single	Prong	Hooks

• Loop	Hooks

• Flip-up/T-bar	Hooks

• Fastback	Hooks

• Specialty	Hooks

• Plastic	Hooks

PERFORATED	METAL

WOODEN PEGBOARD

sLATWALL

WIRE GRID

CROssBAR

sLOTWALL
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SINGLE HOOKS

The	Single	Metal	Hook	provides	 the	simplest	and	

most	 versatile	 solution	 for	 hook	 merchandising.	

There	 are	 various	 back	 styles	 and	 hook	

lengths	 available	 in	 standard	 and	 heavy	 duty 

wire thicknesses.

LENGTH CODE BOX QTY

50mm PRONGWFS2-50MM

10

75mm HKSWP75/4CH

100mm HKSWP100/4CH

10

150mm HKSWP150/5CH

200mm HKSWP200/5CH

225mm HKSWP225/5CH

250mm HKSWP250/5CH

50mm
HKLWP50/3.15/CH

PRONGWFDC-2

10150mm
HKLWP150/16/4CH

PRONGWFDC-6

225mm HKLWP225/5CH

250mm PRONGWFDC-10

50mm PRONGLDSW-050

10

150mm PRONGLDSW-150

200mm PRONGDBLSGL-200

250mm PRONGDBLSGL-250

300mm PRONGDBLSGL-300

200mm PRONGLDCB-200

10

300mm PRONGHDCB-300
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The	 flip	 scan	 or	 T-bar	 hook	 is	 one	 of	 our	 most	 

popular stocked lines. The lower prong on the  

display hook is used to hang product while 

the	 upper	 arm	 has	 a	 T-bar	 at	 the	 end	 to	 attach	 

a	 flip-up	 ticket	 carrier.	 There	 are	 various	 back	

styles	 and	 hook	 lengths	 available	 in	 standard 

and	heavy	duty	wire	thicknesses.

FLIP-UP/T-BAR HOOKS

LENGTH CODE BOX QTY

50mm FSWP50/4/5/23CH

10

75mm FSWP75/4/5/23CH

100mm FSWP100/5/5/23CH

150mm FSWP150/5/5/23CH

200mm FSWP200/5/5/23CH

225mm FSWP225/5/5/23CH

250mm FSWP250/5/5/23CH

300mm FSWP300/6.3/23CHVP

100mm FSMP100/5/5/23CH

150mm FSMP150/5/5/23CH

225mm FSMP225/5/5/23CH

100mm PRONGWFDCAKP4-100MM

10

200mm PRONGWFDCAKP8-200

150mm PRONGDBL150T

10200mm PRONGDBL200T

300mm PRONGDBL300T

150mm PRONGAKPHDCB-150

10
200mm PRONGAKPHDCB-200

250mm PRONGAKPHDCB-250

300mm PRONGAKPHDCB-300
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Flip-up label holders or VIPs are available in a 

range of sizes and colours and are commonly 

used in conjunction with our T-bar hooks to display 

pricing or product information. The ticket holder 

is mounted over the T-bar and conveniently flips up 

out of the way as the product is shopped.

* For a coloured profile please insert required colour

at end of code.

FLIP-UP LABEL HOLDERS

HEIGHT LENGTH COLOUR CODE BOX QTY

26mm

50mm
Clear

White

VIP26-0050

VIP26-0050WHITE

50

80mm
Clear

 Colour

VIP26-0080

 VIP26-0080 Colour*

82mm
Clear

 Colour

VIP26-0082

 VIP26-0082 Colour*

90mm Clear VIP26-0090

30mm

50mm
Clear

Black

VIP30-0050

VIP30-0050BLACK

50

60mm
Clear

  Colour

VIP30-0060

  VIP30-0060 Colour*

80mm
Clear

 Colour

VIP30-0080

  VIP30-0080 Colour*

95mm Pale Grey VIP30-0095GREY

39mm

55mm Clear VIP39-0055

50

80mm
Clear

 Colour

VIP39-0080

 VIP39-0080 Colour*
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Plastic	display	hooks	can	be	used	as	an	alternative	 

to metal hooks. These are particularly useful for 

integrating	 into	 wire,	 corrugated	 or	 hardboard	

style	 stands.	 They	 can	 also	 provide	 a	 more	 

stylish	 look	 to	 cosmetic	 and	 health	 and	 beauty	

accessory	 displays.	 Slatwall	 hook	 is	 available 

as standard nylon or glass filled nylon for  

extra strength. Other styles are glass filled nylon  

construction	 for	 increased	strength	and	durability.	

Full	range	of	styles	and	lengths	available	as	indent	

orders	only.	Minimum	order	quantities	may	apply.

PLASTIC HOOKS

SLATWALL HOOK CODE

Standard plastic hook for displaying product on slatwall  
or slotwall style fixtures. Available in various lengths.

Colour: Black or white
SLATHKxxx

PD PEG HOLE HOOK

Glass filled nylon hook suitable for use with a variety  
of package hole styles. Available in various lengths. 

Colour: White
HOOKPDxxx

DH DISPLAY HOOK

Popular style of glass filled nylon hook suitable for use with  
a variety of package hole styles. Available in various lengths

Colour: Black or White
HOOKDHxxx

BF BUTTERFLY HOOK

Glass filled nylon butterfly hook holds packages with  
butterfly or delta style holes. Available in various lengths.

Colour: Black or White
 HOOKBFxxx

UH & UHB UNIVERSAL HOOK

Universal glass filled nylon hook with back fitting  
to suit x-cut mount available in plain or butterfly style.

Colour: White

HOOKUHxxx
HOOKUHBxxx

OW & OWB CORRUGATED/WIRE HOOK

Glass filled nylon hook with clip-over style back fitting suitable 
for mounting through oval slots in corrugated material or  

clipping over 3-4.5mm wire. Available in plain or butterfly style
Colour: White

HOOKOWxxx
HOOKOWBxxx
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At SPOS we can also supply a range of specialty 

hooks for displaying specific items such as clothing, 

gardening tools, sporting equipment and art  

supplies. Please contact the team to discuss 

your requirements. 

The Fast Back Hook is a two part system with the 

removable mount designed to provide fast entry 

and easy relocation without disturbing existing 

product. This system is also useful in maximising  

vital product facing area as they can be fitted 

tightly against overhanging shelves and other 

shelf fixtures.

SPECIALTY HOOKS
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ADHESIVE HANGTABS
Self adhesive hang tabs and display strips are 

a convenient and economical way to boost impulse 

sales by putting your products where customers 

can see them. They can increase brand awareness 

and merchandising space and providing more 

products for cross-merchandising displays.

HANGTABS, SELL STRIPS & ACCESSORIES

INVENTORY CONTROL CLIP CODE

Used as an inventory control unit or product stop,  
these clips will keep hook display merchandise tidy and  

up-front so customers can easily see and buy and 
staff can quickly identify out of stock items.

Colour: White  
100 per bag

INVCONTICC20

INVCON7908010001

CODE QUANTITIES

DOIT6116
32mm x 41.3mm

Carrying Weight: 396g

20 units per sheet
1000 units per box

DOIT6716
32mm x 41.3mm

Carrying Weight: 396g

20 units per sheet
1000 units per box

DOIT7511
38mm x 44.5mm

Carrying Weight: 510g

20 units per sheet
1000 units per box
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ADHESIVE HANGTABS

Products shown represent a selection of commonly  

used styles. For specialty styles such as 

bottle-neck/round product, fold-up and 

promotional item attachments please contact  

us for minimum order quantities, availability  

and quoting.

Carrying weights and product dimensions are 

shown as a guideline only. Testing is recommended  

if unsure to determine suitability.

CODE QUANTITIES

DOIT1527
52mm x 51mm

Carrying Weight: 793g

Individual units
1000 units per box

DOIT6404
32mm x 22mm

Carrying Weight: 311g

36 units per sheet
1000 units per box

DOIT2814
35mm x 22mm

Carrying Weight: 170g
6000 units per sheet

DOIT6323
40mm x 38mm

Carrying Weight: 340g

20 units per sheet
1000 units per box

DOIT-T211B
51mm x 51mm

Carrying Weight: 283g

10 units per pad
50 pads per box

DOIT-T141B
Carrying Weight: 255g

10 units per pad
100 pads per box

DOIT5103
38mm x 64.3mm

Carrying Weight: 283g
4500 units per roll
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SELL STRIPS

Sell Strips are a cost-effective merchandising tool 

used to display lightweight products in a greater 

number of in-store locations. Perfect for maximising 

cross merchandising opportunities. Sell Strips 

are constructed using durable and flexible  

polypropylene or polyethylene and can be easily  

loaded with merchandise for quick and easy  

stock replenishment. 

SELLSTRIP ROLL CODE

Roll form sell strips are a versatile option for displaying  
merchandise in a variety of locations. The perforated  

sections mean that the desired length of merchandising  
strip can be achieved as required.

2400 positions per roll
35mm x 559mm (per 12 positions)
Carrying Weight: 85g (per position)

SELLSTR/ROLL350PQ

SELLSTRIP 12 STATION

 Plastic moulded 12 station sell strip with header  
is a popular reusable style generally available  

ex stock in black or white.

*custom colours are available
minimum order quantities apply

SELLSTRIP12WHITE

SELLSTRIP12BLACK

DOUBLE DUTY CLIP STRIPS

Clip strips have product peg clips that can also double  
as hooks. The modular design let you connect strips  

together with space for a label on the header.

Colour: White
With 64mm Header - 12 stations

MERCHSTR7002533705

With 75mm Header - 12 stations
MERCHSTR7003033705

MERCHSTR7002533705 
64mm HEADER-12 STATIONS

MERCHSTR7003033705 
75mm HEADER-12 STATIONS
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HANGING ACCESSORIES

HEAVY DUTY METAL CLIP STRIP CODE

Metal clip strips have the versatile hook or peg clip  
function and are suitable for hanging heavier items.  
Each strip has 12 stations and has a convenient built  

in hook at the top for hanging.
  CLIPSTRMETAL12/HD 

S HOOKS

Durable metal hooks for attaching strips
to a variety of fixtures.

SHOOK7907471301 
(25mm)

SHOOK40MM  
(40mm)

SHOOK7902277600  
(uneven)

LOCKING STRAPS

Locking straps and securities are used to secure
sell strips and signage to wire baskets.

Available in different styles and various sizes.
All straps are made from flexible nylon.

BARSTRAPxxx

CABLETIExxx

LOCKSTRPxxx

SECURITIES5INCH
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Signage Systems
In-store signage is an essential marketing tool for customer communication 

and engagement. Whether you are displaying new product, sale  

offers, seasonal promotions or product information SPOS has a sign  

or ticket display system that will work for you.
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CLEAR
Please note:
The colours displayed 
are a guide only.

GREENRED BLuEGREY

WHITE BLACK

POSTER/TICKET FRAMES & ACCESSORIES

Our frames are manufactured from high-grade  

unbreakable plastics and are available in 

a range of standard colours and sizes from A1 to A6. 

Special frame sizes and colours are also available 

on indent order (minimum order quantities apply). 

Contact the SPOS customer service team 

to discuss your requirements.

We also stock a wide range of accessories for  

displaying and mounting these frames, making 

them a simple, effective and versatile method of 

signage or ticketing. Whether you need floor 

stands, shelf displays or suspended signs, SPOS 

will have a solution for you.

Available Sizes:

A1 frame fits standard page size 594x841mm

A2 frame fits standard page size 420x594mm

A3 frame fits standard page size 297x420mm

A4 frame fits standard page size 210x297mm

A5 frame fits standard page size 148x210mm

A6 frame fits standard page size 105x148mm
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COLOuRS A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

CLEAR X X FRA3CLEAR FRA4CLEAR FRA5CLEAR FRA6CLEAR

BLACK FRA1BLACK FRA2BLACK FRA3BLACK FRA4BLACK FRA5BLACK FRA6BLACK

WHITE X FRA2WHITE FRA3WHITE FRA4WHITE X X

GREY X X FRA3GREY FRA4GREY X X

GREEN X X FRA3GREEN FRA4GREEN X X

BLuE X X FRA3BLuE28 FRA4BLuE28 FRA5BLuE28 X

MID BLuE X X FRA3BLuE FRA4BLuE FRA5BLuE X

RED FRA1RED FRA2RED FRA3RED FRA4RED FRA5RED FRA6RED

POSTER/TICKET FRAMES & ACCESSORIES

Plastic frames are available in a wide range 

of colours and sizes. If not listed please  

contact the SPOS customer service team regarding 

colours and sizes you may require. Minimum order 

quantities may apply on non stock items. 

FRAME INSERTS CODE

Clear PVC inserts are available for use with our range  
of frames. They provide protection and stability  

for your graphics. Please ask our customer  
service team for codes and product information.

Check with our customer  
service team for the  

appropriate product code.
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PARALLEL MAGNETIC FRAME CLIP CODE

Easy attachment of plastic frames to metal shelves,  
displays and fixtures. Frame sits parallel to surface.  

Clear clip with black or white magnet base.

CLIP118AMAGBLACK

CLIP118AMAGWH

RIGHT ANGLE (90º) MAGNETIC FRAME CLIP

Easy attachment of plastic frames to metal shelves,  
displays and fixtures. Frame sits at right angle to surface.  

Clear clip with black or white magnet base.

CLIP118BMAGBLACK

CLIP118BMAGWH

PARALLEL FRAME CLIP

Replacement clip adaptor for parallel  
mounting of frames with magnet base.

Colour: Clear

CLIP118ATRANS

RIGHT ANGLE (90º) FRAME CLIP

Replacement clip adaptor for right angle  
mounting of frames with magnet base.

Colour: Clear

CLIP118BTRANS

SQuARE MAGNET BASE

Square base with strong magnetic hold (up to approx 5kg).  
use with Parallel or Right Angle Frame Clips.

Colour: Black or White

MAGNETSQ4BARBLACK

MAGNETSQ4BARWHITE

FRAME CLIPS & ACCESSORIES
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HOOK CLIP CODE

Clips over wires up to 10mm diameter  
to attach frames to baskets and wire shelves.

Colour: Clear 

CLIP103TRANS

SWIVEL HANGING HOOK CLIP

To hang frames over wires etc. up to 8mm diameter.  
Swivel allows frame to swing if touched. Sold in pairs.

Colour: Clear

CLIP104TRANS

BROWSER CLIP

used with top and bottom brackets for swivel mounting  
frames in book style arrangement. Brackets made  
to order separately depending on size required.

CLIP107TRANS

FRAME CONNECTOR CLIP

use to connect a series of frames together.

Colour: Clear
CLIP108TRANS

BASE SuPPORT WITH ROTATING CLIP

For mounting frame directly to shelf or fixture with  
screws or adhesive. Clip rotates on base enabling  

adjustment of frame position.

Colour: Clear

CLIP110TRANS
(screw holes–screws not included)

CLIP110ATRANS
(adhesive)

FRAME CLIPS & ACCESSORIES
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SuSPENSION HOOK CLIP CODE

Clips with hook to suspend poster frames. Sold in pairs.

Colour: Clear
CLIP111TRANS

MAGNETIC FASTENER WITH ROTATING CLIP

use to attach plastic frames to metal shelves, displays and fixtures.  
Frame sits at right angle to narrow magnetic base  

and can be rotated 360° facing.

Colour: Clear

CLIP113TRANS

KLICK CLIP ADAPTER

Parallel clip used to attach poster frames to Klick Clip accessories.

Colour: Clear or Black

CLIP133BLACK

CLIP133TRANS

CARDBOARD CLAMP WITH FRAME CLIP

use for mounting frames to display bins and boxes  
up to 20mm thickness. Clip has adjustable reading angle.

Colour: Clear

CLAMPCARDBOARD20CL

FRAME CLIPS & ACCESSORIES
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FRAME CLIPS & ACCESSORIES

uPRIGHT TABLE STAND CODE

Clear table stands for displaying frames at right angle  
to table or other flat surface. Compatible with our  

standard poster frame range.
RA1STAND

ANGLED TABLE STAND

Clear table stands for displaying frames at 15° angle  
on table or other flat surface. Compatible with our  

standard poster frame range.
RA2STAND

T-PIECES

used to connect plastic frames to shafts. Two sizes available  
– 160mm size recommended for A1 and A2 size frames while

the standard 90mm style can be used for all other sizes.

Colour: Various colours available

TPSTANDARD COLOuR

TP160 COLOuR

FLOOR STANDING SHOWCARD STANDS

Two part stands consisting of a heavy steel base with  
a screw in shaft. Stands are available in several heights 
and are powder coated in a range of standard colours.  
Suitable for displaying up to A2 sized plastic frames.

SHOWSTAND

HIGH HuMIDITY SHAFT

Glass-fibre reinforced plastic shaft suitable for use in areas such  
as outdoor garden and freezer locations. Telescopic tube is 12mm Ø  

and features adjustable height from 320-620mm. 
Compatible with standard bases and T-pieces.

Colour: Black

TELSHAFTSKBLACK
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TELESCOPIC AND NON-TELESCOPIC SHAFTS CODE

Fixed length and adjustable 12mmØ chrome shafts used  
to connect T-pieces to bases when mounting plastic frames.  

Lengths available from 160mm to 1200mm. 

NONTELSHAFT160MM

NONTELSHAFT310MM

TELSHAFT900

TELSHAFTCLEAR

SMALL SHAFTS

MF shafts are short clear polycarbonate shafts suitable  
for displaying frames on the magnetic or round non-slip bases.  

Available in three lengths 50mm, 75mm and 110mm.

SHAFT50MMCLEAR

SHAFT75MMCLEAR

SHAFT110MMCLEAR

STANDARD BASES FOR 12MM SHAFTS

Plastic or powder coated metal bases for use 
with standard 12mmØ shafts, frames and t-pieces.  

PL plastic base size 120x220mm 
ML metal base size 160x200mm 

MLH heavy centre mount base size 200x200mm

FOT-PL-GREY 

FOT-ML-GREY 

FOT-MLH-GREY 

WEIGHTED PLASTIC BASE

unbreakable base made from hardwearing ABS plastic  
with a zinced metal inlay for added stability.  
Size: 200x160x6mm and fits 12mmØ shafts.

Colour: Various colours available  
(minimum order quantities apply for indent colours)

BASEKB

PLASTIC CENTRE MOuNT BASE

Tough plastic base with central mounting hole. use with plastic frame, 
shaft and t-piece to display in-store images and information.  

Size 200x150mm and fits 12mmØ shafts.

Colour: Various colours available  
(minimum order quantities apply for indent colours)

BASEK

FRAME STANDS & ACCESSORIES
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NON-SLIP ROuND BASE CODE

Lightweight round plastic base with non-slip rubber pad.  
Size 160 and fits 12mmØ shaft.

Colour: Black, Grey or White

BASEL

MAGNETIC BASE

Heavy duty magnetic base fits 12mmØ shafts.
Size 100x40mm

Colour: White or Grey 
MAGNETMFBASE

HIGH HuMIDITY BASE

Powder coated black metal base suitable for use with  
High Humidity Shaft in areas such as outdoor garden  

and freezer locations.

Size 185x160x1.5mm and fits12mmØ shafts.

BASESKBLACK

FRAME STANDS & ACCESSORIES
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KLICK FRAMES

Plastic Klick Frames are great for displaying pricing 

or promotional messages up close to products 

particularly in supermarket produce, bakery and 

deli areas.

SPOS stock a variety of Klick Clip accessories  

to suit a wide range of applications and uses. The 

Klick Clips lock securely to the back of the Klick 

Frames providing attachments or supports suitable 

for frame display on everything from retail shelving 

and glass panels to wire baskets and cardboard 

cartons.

SIZE CODE

210mm x 99mm KLICKFR210X99BLACK

210 x 74mm KLICKFR210X74BLACK

A6 KLICKFRA6BLACK

A6 KLICKFRA6RED

148mm x 70mm KLICKFR148X70BLACK

A7 KLICKFR105X74BLACK

A8 KLICKFR74X52BLACK

BACK SuPPORT CODE

Back support stand for Klick Frames.

Colour: Clear
KLICKCLIP301

HOOK CLIP

Suitable for clipping Klick Frames over wire baskets, 
small tubes and containers.

Available in two sizes to fit 10mm or 20mm.

KLICKCLIP302BLACK

KLICKCLIP302WHITE

KLICKCLIP307BLACK

KLICKCLIP307WHITE
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ANGLED HOOK CLIP CODE

use to attach Klick Frames over wire baskets,  
small tubes and containers. Holds the frame  

at a slight angle for easy viewing.

Colour: Black

KLICKCLIP307ANGBLACK

VERTICAL PANEL CLIP

For attaching Klick Frames to vertical glass faces,  
front risers and other vertical shelf or container fronts.

Colour: Black

KLICKCLIP309BLACK

VERTICAL PANEL ANGLE CLIP

For attaching Klick Frames to vertical glass faces,  
front risers and other vertical shelf or container fronts.  

Holds the frame at a slight angle for easy viewing.

Colour: Black

KLICKCLIP309ANGBLACK

COIL SPRING CLIP

Stable fastener for table and shelf edges up to 60mm thick. 
Clear upper part with white coil-spring.

KLICKCLIP320

CARDBOARD CLAMP WITH KLICK ADAPTOR

Clamp with Klick Clip adaptor attaches frames to cartons, 
boxes, baskets and cardboard displays up to 20mm  

thickness. Clip has adjustable angle.

Colour: Clear

CLAMPCARDBOARDADPT

KLICK CLIPS
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KLICK CLIPS

MAGNETIC CLIP CODE

Vertical fastener clip for quick attachment  
of Klick Frames to any metal surfaces.

Colour: Clear

KLICKCLIP313MAGCLR

MAGNETIC SWING FASTENER

Attaches to the underside of metal shelves.  
Flexible arm allows movement if pressed down.

Colour: White

KLICKCLIP311

TuBE CLIP

Clip fits around tubes 23-28mm diameter.

Colour: White KLICKCLIP315

ADHESIVE PLATE

Foam tape adhesive fixes plate directly to cards, signage, 
chalkboard etc to enable mounting with Klick Clip range.

Colour: White

KLICKCLIP327ADH

TICKET RAIL CLIP

Clip attaches to Klick Frame to mount frames  
in shelf ticket channel approx 50mm.

Colour: White KLICKCLIP330
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TICKET POuCHES & POCKETS

SPOS has a variety of clear pouches and shelf 

talkers available in a wide range of sizes to suit 

both portrait and landscape ticket layouts.

PVC pouches are flexible with heat welded seams, 

while other styles are rigid or semi-rigid plastic.  

All styles can be attached to fixtures in several ways 

by using locking straps, double-sided adhesive 

or magnetic tape. 

Pockets and pouches are also available with 

the flexible DGL hinge attachment that allows 

the ticket to be mounted on standard datastrip 

at shelf edge and flip up out of the way  

allowing unrestricted removal of product from  

the shelf below. The clip-over style allows  

original shelf edge price ticket to remain in  

the datastrip with promotional pricing highlighted 

over the top.
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MITRED CORNER SNAP FRAMES 

Snap frames provide a simple polished look. 

Manufactured from natural anodised aluminium,  

these snap frames come fully assembled with 

mounting fixtures. The spring loaded sides 

make them easy to ‘snap’ open and shut when 

changing graphics and they come standard with 

a non-reflective PVC cover to protect your images.

Snap frames are available with mitred (M) 

or rounded (R) corners in standard sizes from A0 

to A4. For other sizes and custom colours please 

contact us.

SIZE CODE BOX QTY

A0 FSNA0X2MSCAL 10

A1 FSNA1X2MSCAL 10

A2 FSNA2X2MSCAL 10

A3 FSNA3X2MSCAL 20

A4 FSNA4X2MSCAL 40
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LED OFF LED ON

SIZE CODE BOX QTY

A1 FSLED/EDF8A1 5

A2 FSLED/EDF8A2 10

A3 FSLED/EDF8A3 10

A4 FSLED/EDF8A4 20

SLIMLIGHT LED SNAP FRAMES

The Slimlight is a snap frame style LED light box 

that will enhance in-store advertising and signage.

Light boxes are proven to be an extremely  

effective advertising tool. used successfully in 

a variety of environments from retail to airports, 

train stations, entertainment venues, banks and 

trade shows. Statistics show that a combination  

of colour and illumination attract the eye of potential 

customers and has been proven to increase not 

only customer traffic but actual sales!

SPOS Slimlight snap frames use long life LED 

technology that is 70% more energy efficient  

compared to standard T8 lamps.

They can be hung from the ceiling, wall  

mounted or used on shelf at point of purchase with  

built-in cooling ventilation system and specialty 

power pack just plug in and switch on.
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The SPOS Rotating Aisle Display or RAD can  

assist your sales by maximising your in‐store  

marketing efforts. The RAD 3 sided rotating  

display is the ultimate in space friendly signage, 

giving brands and shoppers maximum product 

promotion space while being unobtrusive to the 

shopper and retailer. 

In‐store promotions and product information can 

be a huge boost to your business triggering above 

the line advertising recall in-store, introducing  

new products or promoting sale items. The RAD  

is also an effective tool in categories where  

you need to provide shoppers with product 

information to guide their purchase decisions. 

uNIT SPECIFICATIONS

Height: 600mm Width: 130mm Depth: 130mm 

Fabricated metal powder coated body and 

brackets with 3 PVC insert graphic covers.

Graphic panels sold separately. Full in house 

graphic design service available contact the SPOS 

customer service team for further information.

ROTATING AISLE DISPLAY (RAD)
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POP Accessories 
& Display Construction

SPOS has a comprehensive range of accessories for hanging or mounting  

posters, displaying tickets and signage and constructing your point of  

purchase displays. Our years of knowledge and experience mean we 

can assist you in choosing the best options whatever your project may be. 
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SuCTION CuPS

Our range of suction cups is perfect for hanging 

signs and other point-of-sale materials on glass 

surfaces such as shelving, windows and cooler 

doors or other smooth flat surfaces. Suction cups 

are simple to move or remove and leave no 

lasting marks or residue. Other sizes and styles 

may be available on indent order. Minimum order 

quantities apply.

MuSHROOM HEAD SuCTION CuP CODE

Simple design allows hanging of signs 
with holes or grommets. 

Specs: 45mm diameter cup made from clear vinyl
PLSuC2308042801

METAL HOOK SuCTION CuP

Metal hook is a one-step versatile solution  
for hanging materials with small holes. 
Specs: 45mm diameter cup made from 

clear vinyl with metal wire hook
PLSuC2308042802

PLASTIC THuMBTACK SuCTION CuP

Mushroom head style suction cup with plastic  
thumbtack to secure signage firmly in place. 

Specs: 45mm diameter cup made from 
clear vinyl with plastic tack

PLSuC2308042803

LARGE SuCTION CuP

Two way mounting holes make this super suction  
cup suitable for a multitude of hanging and  

mounting applications.
Spec: 85mm diameter cup made from clear vinyl 

PLSuCTIONSC325
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SuCTION CuPS

SuPERGRIP SuCTION CuP 90º CODE

Supergrip holding power with no mess suction 
cup mounting. Holds ticket at 90 degree angle.

Specs: Clear PVC grip with 25mm or 45mm vinyl cup

SuPERGR2112299302
(25mm)

SuPERGR2118171102
(45mm)

SuPERGRIP SuCTION CuP 180º

Supergrip holding power with no mess 
suction cup mounting. Holds ticket parallel  

to surface at 180 degree angle.
Specs: Clear PVC grip with 25mm vinyl cup

SuPERGR2112361502

SuPERGRIP SuCTION CuP 3D SIGN HOLDER

Create quick and easy 3D signage to attach  
to any smooth surface. Supergrip holders  

suitable for materials up to 2mm thick.
Specs: Clear PVC grips 100mm long and 65mm  
apart on PVC base 94x100mm with vinyl cup

SuPERGR1812573901
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TICKET HOLDERS & SuPERGRIPS

FLIP-uP SIGN HOLDER CODE

Rear part clips over datastrip while supergrip front  
firmly grips shelf talker. Hinge allows ticket  

to swing up out of way.
SIGNHOLD608-100

FLAG SIGN HOLDER

Supergrip firmly grips datastrip and holds signs  
securely in right angle flag position. SuPERGRIP604-075A

FLIP-uP FLAG SIGN HOLDER

Supergrip firmly grips datastrip and holds signs  
securely in right angle flag position.  

Hinge allows ticket to swing up out of way.
SuPERGR0213327600

SuPERGRIP WIRE CLIP-ON

Clips over up to 10mm wire shelving or baskets  
holding ticket in parallel position. SuPERGR1112148301

SuPERGRIP WIRE FLAG SIGN HOLDER

Clips over up to 5mm wire shelving or baskets 
holding ticket in right angle flag position. SuPERGR1111431202

SuPERGRIP H CLIP

Clear PVC clip 25mm length great for connecting panels  
up to 2mm thick. Can be used vertically or horizontally. SuPERGR8117602701
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Supergrip sign holders have soft plastic fins 

that grip your POP materials holding signs and 

tickets firmly in place even in high traffic areas. 

Standard grips hold materials up to 2.5mm, while 

heavy duty grips hold between 3-6mm thickness  

materials. All Supergrips are made from clear 

polypropylene and/or PVC materials. Custom 

lengths are available for some items on indent  

order, minimum order quantities may apply.

SuPERGRIP WITH SPRING HINGE CODE

Sign holder with flexible hinge allowing sign to move 
if bumped then return to original position. Wide base  

provides added stability and attaches to fixtures  
with permanent adhesive.

SuPERGR2112624199 
(38mm)

SuPERGR2112624101 
(75mm)

SuPERGRIP HEAVY DuTY SIGN HOLDER

Supergrip holding power for thicker sign  
materials approx 3-6mm. Attaches to fixtures  

with permanent adhesive.

SuPERGR2117951802 
(76mm) 

SuPERGR2117951804
(152mm)

SuPERGRIP COuNTER SIGN HOLDER

These low profile sign holders are  
25mm long and have an adhesive base  

to attach them to any flat surface.
SuPERGR2117951802

SuPERGRIP WIDE BASE SIGN HOLDER

The wider base on these sign holders offers greater  
stability and adhesion to surfaces. Available  
in three lengths 25mm, 75mm and 150mm.

SuPERGR2117966102
(25mm)

SuPERGR2117966102
(75mm)

SuPERGR2117966102
(150mm)

SuPERGRIP PARALLEL HANGING SIGN HOLDER

Attaches to any flat surface with permanent adhesive tape. 
POS material is secured parallel to clip base allowing  

it to hang down freely on vertical surfaces.
SuPERGR2112381802

TICKET HOLDERS & SuPERGRIPS
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TICKET STABILISER CLIP CODE

Clips onto datastrip to attach shelf talkers and  
promotional message tickets. SIGNHOLD608100NSG

CLIP-ON SIGN HOLDER

Highly versatile clip can attach signs to shelf edges, tubes, 
wires, bowls and boxes. Ball joint provides 360° rotation 

allowing the sign to face any direction or angle. Available in 
two size clips to fit over up to 9mm or 28mm thickness.

SIGNHOLD2809010601
(small)

SIGNHOLD2800154701
(large)

TWIST-POP

Twist-POP has adhesive end tabs. Attach one end 
to flat surface and the other to the sign and give  

it a twist into the position you want. 
Specs: Soft aluminium 80mm length

TWISTPOP2407950101

DEKO SPRING

Adhesive plastic ends attach to cash registers,  
shelves or any flat surface. Metal spring makes  
your message wobble about to catch the eye.

DEKOSPRINGS

WOBBLER STRIP

Clear PVC strips with adhesive end tabs  
add eye-catching motion to your displays.

Standard strip 9.5mm wide by 102mm long.
WOBBSTR0307927501

TICKET HOLDER ACCESSORIES
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EASEL CARD HOLDER CODE

Excellent for counter tops and display cases. Angled grip 
designed to hold sign at perfect viewing angle.

Specs: Clear styrene 40x60mm base will  
hold materials up to 2mm thickness

CARDHLDE2166395300

TABLE TOP CARD HOLDER

A simple way to display signs on tables or counters. 
Holder is non adhesive so easily moved about and  

ribbed grip design holds signs securely.
Specs: Clear styrene 51x45mm base will hold  

materials up to 2mm thickness

CARDHOLD2162507001

CARD HOLDER

Card holder allows materials up to 3mm thick  
to be slid easily in and out of grip. Permanent  
adhesive base attaches to most flat surfaces.

Specs: Clear PETG 76mm length

CARDHOLD2162283901

NEPTuNE CLIP

Insert pointed end of clip into corrugated displays  
 and fix signage firmly between forks. NEPTuNECLIP

SHOE CLIP

Can be clipped over shoes or other items up to 9mm thick. 
Adjustable angle for maximum viewing opportunity. SHOECLIP1508076000

TICKET HOLDER ACCESSORIES

using supplementary signs like wobblers and table 

cards will grab shoppers attention guiding them to 

special promotions and feature products.
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OPEN CLOSED

POSTER HANGING

POSTER HOLDER CODE

Transparent poster holding profile with adhesive  
backing allowing mounting on windows and walls.  

Profile can be cut to size from 1200mm lengths.
PL-TP-1200

GRIPPER POSTER HOLDER & MPH CLIPS

Snap locking poster holder with convenient lock 
open feature to allow easy insertion of your graphics.  
Snap lock close provides secure grip on poster edges.  

Profile is suitable for holding materials up to  
2mm thickness and can be cut to size if required. 

MPH Gripper hanging clips sold separately.

GRIPPER-0700MM
GRIPPER-1200
GRIPPER-2000

MPH-CLEAR

BANNER RAIL & BANNER RAIL CLIPS

Economical method of securing large and small posters for 
hanging or wall mounting. Poster simply slides into profile 
which prevents curling or lifting and top channel accepts 

clips for hanging. Profile can be cut to size.  
Banner Rail Clips sold separately.

BANNERRAIL100MM
BANNERRAIL1220MM

BANNERRAILCLIP

SWING ARMS

Banner hanging arms with two clear swivel hook poster 
mounts. Available with pivoting arm and magnetic base or 

telescopic straight arm to mount directly to shelving uprights.

AS-ARM-M-360
AS-ARM-u-360
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JETWIRES CODE

Spiral wire that can be stretched to desired length  
(not retractable once stretched).

Specs: JETWIRE20 160mm extends to 1200mm
JETWIRE40 210mm extends to 1350mm

JETWIRE20
JETWIRE40

DOuBLE END C HOOKS

Versatile nickel plated wire C hook
provides a robust set length hanging option

suitable for heavier hanging displays.
Available in standard and heavy duty wires

at various lengths.

HOOKDBLC6407842809 
(102mm)

HOOKDBLC6407842801 
(152mm)

HOOKDBLC6407842802
(305mm)

HOOKDBLC6407842803
(457mm)

HOOKDBLC6407842804
(610mm)

HOOKDBL7065-750
(750mm)

HOOKDBL7065-1000
(1000mm)

WIRE CEILING HANGER

Simple metal wire clip to attach to grid ceilings. CEILHANG6402151901

TWIST-ON GRID CLIP

Twist-on attachment for suspended ceiling grids. 
Can easily be removed and repositioned as required. GRIDCLIP

HANGING ACCESSORIES

In store poster and sign hanging has never been 

easier with our range of poster hanging systems. 

They are easy to use and ideal for hanging all 

different sizes of posters, banners and signs 

including large format prints. SPOS can also supply 

aluminium profile systems for a more polished look.
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HANGING ACCESSORIES

S HOOKS CODE

Durable metal hooks for attaching  
strips to a variety of fixtures.

SHOOK7907471301 
(25mm)

SHOOK40MM  (40mm)
SHOOK7902277600 

(uneven)

HANGING BuTTONS

White plastic buttons with adhesive backing.
Single button supports up to approx 450g.
Double button supports up to approx 1kg.

Colour: white

HANGBuTTON
HANGBuTTONDBL

ADHESIVE HOOK

Small plastic hook with super strong  
adhesive base 25x25mm 

Colour: White
ADHOOK6407961301

MAGNETIC HOOK

Powder coated metal hook with 32mm magnetic  
base suitable for mounting on flat metal surfaces. MAGNETCEILING32MM

SNAP RINGS

Available in plastic or metal these versatile rings  
can be used for numerous display opportunities  
to link signage or attach POP to store fixtures.

DEKORING25MM
RINGOVER1601799802
RINGRND1607781103

SNAPRGMT1602487101
(19mm)

SNAPRGMT1602487103
(25mm)

SNAPRGMT1602487102
(38mm)
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CLIPS, TIES & CONNECTORS

SuPERGRIP CONNECTORS CODE

Supergrip technology holds materials securely between 
soft PVC fins. Our range of Supergrip connector styles can 

join point-of-sale signs and panels in many different  
ways to suit your application.

Contact customer service team 
for further information

VELCRO/HOOK & LOOP

Woven nylon hook and loop fastening with adhesive  
backing. Available in tape or dot styles.  

Hooks and loops sold separately.
Colour: Black or White

Dots
VELHK…28 (Au)
VELLP…28 (Au)

VELCROTXDOTHOOK (NZ)
VELCROTXDOTLOOP (NZ)

Tapes
VELHK… (Au)
VELLP… (Au)

VELCROTXHOOK… (NZ)
VELCROTXLOOP (NZ)

MAGNETIC ROLLS

Magnetic attachments provide the advantage of being 
easily removable for repositioning on metal fixtures again  

and again. Magnets are available in strips or rolls  
of various sizes with and without adhesive backing.

Contact customer service team 
for further information

LOCKING STRAPS

Locking straps and Securities are used to secure sell strips  
and signage to wire baskets. Available in different styles and 

various sizes. All straps are made from flexible nylon.

BARSTRAPxxx
CABLETIExxx
LOCKSTRPxxx

SECuRITIES5INCH

SPOS has a range of products available for attaching 

and displaying your point-of-sale materials.

• Supergrip	connectors

• Velcro	dots	and	tapes

• Magnetic	rolls

• Locking	straps	and	ties

• Dart	clips,	rivets	and	snap	rings

• Power	Wing	Clips
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Product Merchandising
& Literature Displays

Prominent and eye-catching display of products and  
sales materials in-store are proven to stimulate sales and 
help shoppers with their purchase decisions. SPOS has 
a great range of off the shelf solutions for presenting 
your brochures, signs, tickets and products. If you need 
a unique solution we can help too – using our in-house 
creative team we can design a custom display solution from  
concept to delivery.
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LITERATuRE HOLDERS

FREESTANDING BROCHuRE HOLDERS

WALLMOuNT BROCHuRE HOLDERS

SPOS has a range of brochure holders 

available ex-stock in both wall mounting or 

freestanding styles. If you’re looking for a special 

style or multi-pocket holder there is a huge range 

available so call our customer service team 

to assist you.

FREESTANDING BROCHuRE HOLDERS

Manufactured from durable crystal clear plastic, 

these brochure holders are an economical choice 

with an attractive contemporary design. Suitable 

for freestanding on counter tops and shelves,  

or any flat display area.

WALLMOuNT BROCHuRE HOLDERS

These brochure holders have a flat back 

and base that can be attached to the wall 

or other flat surfaces using the mounting holes 

provided or with double-sided tape.

CODE SPECS

BROCHuREHOLDA4TK8.5 (NZ CODE)
LHC230 (Au CODE)

Fits A4 size materials

BROCHuREHOLDA5TK6 (NZ CODE)
LHC160 (Au CODE)

Fits A5 size materials

BROCHuREHOLDDLEEX3 (NZ CODE)
LHC104 (Au CODE)

Fits DLE size materials
(A4 landscape folded into 3)

CODE SPECS

BROCHuREHOLDA4WBP600(NZ CODE)
LHW230 (Au CODE)

Fits A4 size materials

BROCHuREHOLDA5WBP650 (NZ CODE)
LHW160 (Au CODE)

Fits A5 size materials

BROCHuREHOLDDLEWBP800 (NZ CODE)
LHW104 (Au CODE)

Fits DLE size materials
(A4 landscape folded into 3)
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MENu HOLDERS

STYLE SIZE CODE

VERTICAL (T SHAPE)

A3 MENuHOLDA3

A4 MENuHOLDA4

A5 MENuHOLDA5

A6 MENuHOLDA6

A7 MENuHOLDA7T

SLOPING (L SHAPE)

A3 MENuHOLDA3SLOPE

A4 MENuHOLDA4SLOPE

A5 MENuHOLDA5SLOPE

A6 MENuHOLDA6SLOPE

A7 MENuHOLDA7SLOPE

Simple and effective method of displaying 

graphics and information. Standard freestanding 

vertical or sloping profiles, menu holders are an 

essential marketing tool for displaying single or  

double-sided material.

Items listed are portrait style but landscape format 

are also available.
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DuMPBINS & FLOORSTANDS

CARDBOARD DISPLAY BINS CODE

Simple, effective and economical, cardboard floor bins are  
a good choice for short term promotions and stock clearances. 

For added impact these corrugated cardboard displays can  
be printed with your sales message or used in conjunction  

with our poster frames and display accessories.

DuMPBINSQ457
DuMPBIN3TIER

WIRE DuMP BINS

Suitable for short or long term displays, our durable wire 
dumpbins are smart, lightweight and easy to assemble. 
Wire mesh bins feature an adjustable shelf and the bins  

can be folded flat when not in use.

DuMPBINWIRE450SQX850
(NZ code)

DuMPBINWIREBLACK
(NZ code)

DuMPBIN460X750BLK  
(Au code)

DuMPBIN460X750WH  
(Au code)

ACRYLIC TILT BOWLS

Attractive and versatile, these acrylic dome display  
bins with Tawa woodgrain bases work well in pairs  

or as individual stands.
Available in two heights.

Signage accessories sold separately.

PROMOTILTuNIT640TAWA
PROMOTILTuNIT730TAWA

PROMOTILTuNITSHAFT450MM

If you require a unique approach for your floor 
or counter units, custom designed stands can 
be designed, developed and manufactured to 
suit your application.

Contact our icandy Creative team for  
more information.
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Security Products
Profit Guard, the SPOS Group security brand is dedicated to developing 

and supplying solutions that help retailers reduce stock theft in the 

store environment. 

Shrinkage continues to cost Australasian retailers billions of dollars annually  

with just under half of this figure attributed to the activities of shoplifters.  

While the hardware and DIY industry topped the 2010 highest shrink rate  

list, items such as shaving products and accessories, cosmetics, fragrances  

and infant formula are still the most popular FMCG targets for shoplifters. 

As an industry leader in the field of in-store marketing our goal is to 

provide practical and effective solutions to reduce retail shrink while 

still allowing maximum customer attraction through product visibility 

and shopability.

The information provided in the security section of this catalogue is an overview 

of the Profit Guard range. For more comprehensive product information  

please refer to the supplementary Profit Guard catalogue.
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HOOK SOLuTIONS
ANTI SWEEP HOOKS

A range of hook solutions suitable for merchandising batteries, razorblades,  
printer ink and health and beauty products. Spiral, wafer or locking hook  

designs prevent product sweeping.

HOOK ACCESSORIES

Anti sweep locks are suitable for retail environments where there is store attendant  
presence on the shop floor. They can be fitted to existing 5mm display hooks.

Hangsell security tags are an alternative to safer boxes. They attach directly 
to the product packaging and are suitable for protecting 

most high risk hanging merchandise.

KEEPER/SAFER BOXES

Keeper product boxes are made from clear durable polycarbonate and provide 
a simple and reusable way to safely merchandise products. Profit Guard has 

a range of sizes to suit single and multi packed products from a variety of retail 
categories including consumer electronics and health and beauty products, 

and can be used on shelf or as hanging solutions.

Profit Guard has a range of loss prevention 

solutions that cover standard AM and RF Electronic 

Article Surveillance (EAS) frequencies. We also 

supply the required detaching mechanisms for 

all of our loss prevention products. 

Please contact your Customer Manager to discuss 

your security requirements.
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SPECIALTY TAGS & ALARM WRAPS
ALARM WRAPS

Wraps or ‘Spiders’ have become a standard in high theft security because 
their expandable cables allow them to protect such a wide range of merchandise. 

Versatile and reusable alarm wraps provide a strong and simple way to secure 
your boxed merchandise while leaving product packaging intact and highly visible. 

LANYARD TAGS & CLAMPS

Super strength lanyard tags and clamps are suitable for securing a wide variety 
of consumer electronics, hardware and sporting goods.

OPTI-TAGS

Specially designed hard tags used for protection of eye glasses and sun glasses. 
These tags are placed onto the glasses arm and are tightened using a special tag 

detacher. An anti slip strip protects the opti-tag from being taken off by force.

The 2010 Global Retail Theft Barometer showed 

losses from goods stolen by employees or customers 

cost New Zealand and Australian stores $2.89 

billion for the year.
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